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Hot-Swap Controllers Improve Power-Supply 
Sequencing

 
Hot-swap controller ICs implement desired sequence for power-supply 
voltages.

 

For many systems, the power-supply voltages must be applied in a definite sequence to prevent 
circuit damage. That task was implemented with discrete circuitry in the past, but modern hot-
swap-controller ICs offer an alternative that simplifies the design and increases the performance 
of power-supply sequencers.

The circuit of Figure 1 provides power-up sequencing for a variety of hot-swap applications, and 
can be expanded to control many other supply-voltage combinations. This configuration shows 
three hot-swap controllers (U1-U3) used to control two positive voltages in the range +9V to 
+72V (V1+, V2+), and one negative voltage in the range -9V to -100V (V3-).
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Figure 1. Three hot-swap controllers govern the sequence in which supply voltages appear at 
the three right-hand terminals.

Hot-swap controller U1 controls the first supply voltage in the sequence to be brought up. Power-
up on V1+ will not commence until V1+ is above its preset undervoltage-lockout level (UVLO), 

and the system temperature is under 125°C. When those conditions are met, U1 initiates the 
sequence. It slowly enhances the MOSFET Q1 to limit inrush current to the load, thereby 
reducing load transients.

When the difference between V1+ and DRAIN (pin 2) is less than U1's internal threshold, it 

asserts PGOOD (pin 5) through a pull-up resistor. PGOOD is used as the power supply to turn 
on the next controller (U2) in the sequence. This process repeats for each supply voltage in turn, 
until all supplies are turned on.

If a controller encounters a fault condition such as an input voltage below UVLO, either during 
the power-up sequence or after full power-up, the hot swap controllers from that point on will 
turn off. The start-up sequence re-initiates only when the fault is removed. 

UVLO levels for the positive supplies are set via the controllers' ON/OFF inputs:



U3 and an n-channel MOSFET control the negative supply voltage. Because its ON/OFF input is 
referenced to a negative voltage, the /PGOOD\ output from U2 makes a transition from positive 
to negative sequencing. The level-shifting transistor (Q3) that asserts ON/OFF also enables the 
setting of UVLO for this negative controller:

Figure 2 shows the power-up sequence for V1+, V2+ and V3- as the circuit board is inserted into 

a hot socket. Power On represents insertion of the circuit, with the supply voltages V1+, V2+, 
and V3- up and waiting in the socket.

Figure 2. For a circuit board plugged into a hot socket at the moment indicated by POWER ON, 
these waveforms illustrate the sequence in which supply voltages are admitted to the board.

This former Design Note was published in the October 20, 2003 issue of EE Times magazine. 
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